Appian for Financial Services
Enterprise risk management.
• Achieve visibility through a customizable
and actionable interface
• Orchestrate processes across multiple
functional areas

• Integrate seamlessly with back end systems
• Assure completion of processes
within policy deadlines

Financial services risk management teams are challenged to deal with the volume, complexity, and velocity of risks,
that are typically managed across different business silos, often using separate methodologies and measurements.
Risk must be consistently prioritized and managed within the financial institution’s limits while providing the executive
team and Board with an accurate, aggregated, and timely view of risk across the business.
Appian simplifies the process. With Appian, risk management teams can easily identify risks, categorize and prioritize
them, identify system and procedural controls, and document the approvals and periodic review and revision of the
institution’s risk-based policies. Incidents can also be mapped to risks and controls as they occur, ensuring currency and
completeness.

Meet the challenge.
Mastering rapidly changing regulations demands technology with a flexible, yet disciplined approach. Appian’s
low-code automation platform and intuitive interface addresses the challenges around compliance and delivers
differentiated customer experience.
Improve enterprise risk management with:
• Comprehensive and integrated views, that
enable improved oversight, accountability for
decision making, and staff effectiveness
• Faster speed to compliance and change management,
quickly deploy applications to manage and control
the gathering of data from multiple sources
• Integration with people, process, and data,
collaborate and manage simple or complex
procedures across all businesses and regions

Focus.

Take control.

Transform business processes
and build your digital future for
enterprise risk management.

Quickly build, deploy, and scale
governance, risk and compliance
initiatives across the enterprise.

Get innovation right the first
time, prove value quickly,
and build on success.

• Gain visibility with end-to-end
risk tracking and audit trail.

• CIP / KYC / EDD

Appian’s low-code automation
platform accelerates application
development while leveraging
legacy IT investments.

• Reduce friction for faster, simpler,
and more convenient association
of critical business processes with
risks, controls and remediation.
• Reduce dependencies on
manual, inefficient, inconsistent,
and opaque processes.
• Increase processing efficiencies
and avoid duplicate and
conflicting requests.

• Credit Risk Review
• Data Privacy, including
GDPR, CCPA, etc.
• AML
• IFRS Stress Test Management

Prepare for the future.

With Appian, financial institutions
can build web and mobile
applications faster, run them
on-premises or in the cloud, and
manage complex processes endto-end without limitations.

• Service Provider
Sourcing & Oversight
• Horizon Scanning
• Operational Risk Control

Leaders in Financial Services trust Appian:

Realize the benefits of Appian to transform enterprise risk management.
Learn more at: appian.com/finserv

Appian helps organizations build apps and workflows rapidly, with a low-code automation platform. Combining
people, technologies, and data in a single workflow, Appian can help maximize resources and improve business
results. Many of the world’s largest organizations use Appian applications to improve customer experience,
achieve operational excellence, and simplify global risk management and compliance.
For more information, visit www.appian.com/finserv

